PROBLEM: COUNTERFEITING
•

•

Expanding level of counterfeiting
–

30% of alcohol consumed worldwide is illicit, and experts estimate that 20% of the wine consumed
worldwide is counterfeit.1

–

The counterfeit market is largest in China. An anti-counterfeit lawyer estimated approximately 70% of
the “imported” wine in China was fake. By comparing production in France and retail sales in China,
enologist Frankie Zhao similarly determined that 70% of Château Lafite Rothschild bottles sold in
China are counterfeit.2

Increasing counterfeit quality
–
–
–

•

New technology has made it possible to make highly sophisticated fakes. Some are suspected by their
owners but “so well done that even the owners aren't quite sure if they might be real.”
Roughly 44% of Chinese consumers report being unsure if the wine they are drinking is authentic.4
A common counterfeit technique is to buy up old, empty bottles from the best vineyards, so the wine
would pass a test that sampled the bottle's glass or inspected the label. A recent search on eBay
showed old, empty bottles were for sale, including a 1958 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, a 1928 Chateau
Margaux and a 1971 Romanee Conti - all of which are some of the most counterfeited wines.
Counterfeiters also go through restaurants’ garbage to find used bottles.5

Not much work is done to track or quantify value and breadth of market
–

Allows fake producers to ramp up quantity without being noticed

1 Wines and Vines Magazine
2 Ibid
3 New York News Daily
4 Art Crimes: Terrorists, Tomb Raiders, Forgers, and Thieves
5 New York Daily News
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PROBLEM CONTINUED
•

Silent discreteness of wine collector
community
–

•

Likely compliance of overseas manufacturers
–

•

Bill Koch, who owns over 43,000 bottles, said
"There's a code of silence in the entire industry.”
Aperson who has worked his or her way into this
small and exclusive community is much less likely to
get exposed for selling fakes due to a communal
sense of responsibility and connection.1
U.S. consumers lead Italian wine consumption in
terms of value, and prices for Italian wine are
accordingly high in the United States, where demand
exceeds supply.2 This encourages the trade in
counterfeit wines, which are sold for lower prices.

Ignorance and/or arrogance of high-end wine
producers makes them more vulnerable
–

Some wineries at the very highest levels have told
Koch that their wine is "too good to be faked.”3
Fake wine (le-) next to the real bo5le

1 South Florida Opulence
2 Wines and Vines
3 New York News Daily
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RISKS TO CONSUMERS
•

Being sold false goods
–

•

This note is particularly relevant to wine collecting given a high-end bottle’s exorbitant average
selling price. For instance, experts found 500 to 600 counterfeit bottles in a well-known collection,
which were purchased for an average of approximately $10,000 per bottle.

Risk to social status
–

Having a collection full of fake wine bottles is a major risk to social status and credibility among
connoisseurs

1 New York Daily News
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RISKS TO BRANDS
•

Uncertainty erodes faith in brand
–

•

This leads to loss in sales
–
–

•

Such a high percentage of fakes circulating on the market, combined with the difficulty of
distinguishing between real and fake bottles, causes many consumers to falter and lose confidence in
the whole system

The loss of revenue associated with counterfeit Italian wines is approximately 2 billion euros ($2.7
billion) per year as of 2015
An example of this effect can be found in a retired Air Force veteran whose late father had loved ’61
Lafite. When John had the opportunity to buy a bottle of it for $1,300, he declined, saying, “I decided
I could not risk paying $1,300 for something that wasn’t real.” 1

Loss of prestige
–
–

1 Wines and Vines

The image of the product in the consumer’s eyes diminishes
This has the potential to be fatal for a brand, since prestige is so important in wine collecting
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CURRENT SOLUTIONS
•

Some wineries laser-engrave their bottles with unique serial numbers,
holograms and bar-coded stickers
– These security methods can easily be copied or cloned, giving them little real
security

•

Apps have been created to build databases of wine labels that appear to be
fakes
– While this helps promote and spread the anti-counterfeit movement by
increasing public knowledge and exposure to fakes and how to identify them, it
does little to hinder the production of counterfeits in any way.
– In essence, it doesn’t offer a solution, but simply highlights the problem.
– Revelation of the existence of fakes may further deter collectors from
expanding their wine collections, thus potentially even decreasing sales for
winemakers.
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CURRENT SOLUTIONS (cont’d)
•

Legal action
–

–

•

Three years ago, a federal jury convicted Rudy Kurniawan, a prominent wine collector, of fraud for
selling counterfeit wines. When the FBI raided Kurniawan's home in March 2013, they discovered
thousands of fake wine labels and hundreds of bottles and corks. He is currently serving a 10-year prison
sentence.3
While this punishment sends a strong message to localized counterfeiters, it has little impact outside the
United Stats and likely will not deter the massive counterfeit markets operating overseas. Additionally,
combing the world to root out every fake manufacturer and distributor is wholly unrealistic.

NFC chips are emerging as a solution
–

Some wine companies have begun placing antennas down the necks of their bottles. Attached to the
antennas are digital certificates with unique information about the wine. While promising, this does not
allow for an interoperable back-end, i.e. it would only work for Chateau Le Pin bottles. This will stymie
the development of the authentication ecosystem.
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1 Grape Collective

CHRONICLED SOLUTION
•

Chronicled offers an authenticity tech platform that utilizes encrypted microchips
attached to the wine bottles to create a unique and unforgeable digital identity for
each bottle.

•

Microchips cannot be copied, cloned or corrupted
–

No risk of false goods

•

Open Registry creates interoperability so that all wineries, collectors, and
authenticators can leverage the same back-end system for registration and
verification of authentic wines and liquers

•

Facilitates transfer of ownership

•

Other benefits
–

Cost-effective

–

The toolkit is seamless and easy for anyone to use

–

Every wine brand or wine App developer can easily supplement its existing App with a ‘smart product
authentication screen’ via a standard module of code
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CHRONICLED ESTABLISHES A STORY
•

Chronicled’s toolkit ensures the authenticity of wine bottles and creates an identity
and storyline for those goods
–

•

Allows anyone to instantly learn more about the history of any registered product. Some of the
information they can search for includes but is not limited to: complete provenance, history of the
product as a whole, notes and intentions of the manufacturer.

People can get all the information they need at the touch of a button without any
doubt of its legitimacy
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EXAMPLE
Steve is seeking out a bottle of Inglenook’s Cabernet Sauvignon from
the year 1995. He goes to the bottle’s page and begins looking
through the information. He reads about how the winery articulates
the taste, texture and scent. Scrolling further, he’s able to find out
about the care that the winery puts into cultivating their grapes and
the special processes and tools they utilize to attain this bottle’s
unique taste. Being able to trust the authenticity of second-hand
market sellers, he finds a listing for the bottle on a fellow wine
collector’s Blockchain account. He looks at the other bottles in the
vendor’s collection to get a sense for what he likes. Before making
the purchase, he habitually checks out the previous owners as well.
He likes looking at all of this information because it tells him about
the bottle’s lineage of ownership, creating a kind of life story and
thus giving the bottle personality. He finally feels ready to make the
purchase and clicks the button. “Thank you for your purchase Steve!
Your bottle will be arrive at your home in 5-7 business days.”
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